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include../../../../../petscdir.mk
ALL: lib CFLAGS = FFLAGS



= SOURCEC = gapfmt.c
SOURCEF = SOURCEH =
LIBBASE = libpetscdm
MANSEC = KDM
SUBMANSEC= DIRS =
EXMANSEC = LOCDIR =
src/dm/gapfmt/ include
${PETSC_DIR}/lib/petsc/conf
/variables include
${PETSC_DIR}/lib/petsc/conf
/rules include
${PETSC_DIR}/lib/petsc/conf
/test Get ready to get a peak
behind the curtain. Wonder
Woman, the most recent DC



movie to hit theaters, has
now officially begun its
marketing and promotional
campaign in a major way.
The next installment of the
DC universe is taking on a
new persona. The film stars
Gal Gadot as the titular hero,
Chris Pine as Steve Trevor,
Kristen Wiig as Lt. Diana
Prince and Pedro Pascal as
Ares, the Greek god of war.
While the previous movie,
Batman v Superman: Dawn
of Justice, presented a totally



different version of the
DCEU characters, Wonder
Woman is very much a
standalone movie. But to
drum up interest in this new
story, the first trailer for
Wonder Woman dropped,
and it looks phenomenal. To
say that the trailer was well
received is a massive
understatement. The film is
shaping up to be another
tentpole hit for Warner Bros.,
and it has the potential to
make a lot of money. Now



the next phase of promotion
for Wonder Woman begins.
The first of the Wonder
Woman posters was unveiled
Monday, and in the image,
Wonder Woman wears her
signature catsuit. At the
moment, it is unclear if
Wonder Woman's costume
will continue to be a suit or if
her costume will return to
the tiara look. She is joined
by Steve Trevor, a military
man who became Wonder
Woman's love interest. Diana



Prince is Diana f988f36e3a
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